Forging Modification Requirements for E.L.P.O. Farrier Certification
The Equine Lameness Prevention Organization’s Forging Exam is 1 of the 3 portions that make up the
E.L.P.O. Farrier Certification (Certified Farrier Practitioner – CFP). The forging exam is designed to include some
of the most common and practical forging and shoe modification skills required for today’s working farrier.
Ready-made or manufactured shoes are by far the majority of the shoes applied today (compared to hand-made
shoes), so it is important for working farriers to be able to effectively and efficiently make alterations to those
types of shoes to meet the needs of each individual foot. The following is an overview of the list of shoes and
types of alterations that are required to be made during the practical forging exam.
1. Modify Keg Shoe (Kerckhaert SX8 #1 Size) to an Early Breakover/Leverage Reduction Shoe
a. Punch 2 Additional Nails behind last nail hole on a Keg Shoe used in #1
b. Improve the amount of Heel Check on the Keg Shoe used in #1
c. Note: Final Shape will mimic that of a Size #2 Centre Fit Front Shoe
2. Modify Elite Hind Shoe to fit a Club Foot Shape (Broaden Toe)
3. Narrow the Toe of a Centre Fit Performance Hind Shoe to fit a narrow toe hind foot (Narrow the Toe)
4. Modify Steel Natural Balance Shoe to fit a Hind Foot Pattern (Narrow the Toe)
a. Pull Quarter Clips on Modified Steel Natural Balance Shoe used in #4
5. Narrow the Toe of an Aluminum PLR Front Shoe but Keep Heels Wide

Grading & Exam Specifications
1: Like the Practical Shoeing & Written sections of the E.L.P.O Farrier Certification, a 70% is required to pass the
Forging portion of the exam.
2: If you receive lower than a 70% on your first attempt, you can choose to take the Forging portion of the exam
later in that same certification course if possible. (*a small fee for additional shoes, propane & examiner time may apply)
3: Participants will have 90 Minutes to complete all of the forging requirements
4: All forging requirements will be done during the certification course. (you cannot turn in shoes completed prior to the
course)

5: All shoes will be judged by a minimum of 2 E.L.P.O. Examiners based on the following criteria…

Criteria for All Finished Forging Modifications
A: Proportions
- Heels need to be as wide as the toe pillars
- The widest part of the shoe should be half way between front of toe and end of heels (50/50 around
widest part of the shoe).
B: Symmetry
- The shoe should be a mirror image of itself from side to side (Medial side should match the lateral side).
C: Shape
- The shoe fits the templates to a tolerance of within 1/32” ahead of the widest part and to within 1/16”
behind the widest part.

D: Flat/Level
- The shoe needs to be flat and level on the foot surface, ready to be nailed on.
- Seated out area should be recessed and free of depressions upward towards the sole
E: Final Finish
- Shoes should fit the templates
- Hammer finish only (no grinders)
- Clean with limited hammer and anvil marks
F: Rolled Toe (Leverage Relief) – Primarily for Keg Shoe Modification & Elite Hind Shoe Modification
- Roll extends from widest part of the shoe around the toe to the opposite widest part, with roll length
and depth increasing as you cross the toe section
- Roll length extends at least 2/3 the width of the stock at the toe
- Roll depth extends as least ½ the thickness of the shoe at the toe
F: Nail Holes - for Keg Shoe Modification
- Should be clean and the correct size
- Nails should not fit loose and should sit slightly above the shoe
- ALL NAIL HOLES in the modified shoes need to be useable (with the exception noted below on the clipped
shoe). If you damage a nail hole during modification, you will need to repair it or re-punch it if possible.
This goes for all shoes that are to be turned in.
G: Heel Check - for Keg Shoe Modification
- Should be symmetrical (the same) on both heels
- Should provide better clearance for the frog (should be similar to the heel check of a CF front shoe)
H: Clips - for Steel Natural Balance Front Shoe to a Hind Shoe Modification
- Should be as TALL as they are WIDE (height = twice the shoe depth or thickness – approx. 18mm x 18mm)
- Should be stronger at the base than at the tip
- Clip should be located at the second nail hole and you should only lose the ability to use THAT nail hole.
All other nail holes need to be useable.

**A Study Guide DVD with demonstrations of the current forging requirements will be sent to you upon registering for a
Certification Course with the E.L.P.O. The same video segments are also available on the E.L.P.O. Member’s website:
www.lamenessprevention.org

